
 

 

TERM ONE  TERM TWO 

WORD 
Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION  WORD 

Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION 

1. worry verb to feel anxious or upset  1. promise noun a declaration or statement that you will do, or keep from 

doing something 

2. invite verb to ask to visit or take part  2. choose verb to pick out or select 

3. thought noun the forming of ideas in your mind  3. best adjective finest or highest quality 

4. favourite noun someone or something most highly thought of  4. everywhere adverb in all places 

5. still adverb up to or even at this time  5. soft adjective low in sound 

6. hose noun a flexible tube for carrying water  6. special adjective of a particular or distinct kind 

7. crush verb to press together between hard surfaces  7. thumb noun the inner finger that is much shorter and thicker than the rest 

8. market noun a place where things are bought and sold, often at many 

different stalls 

 8. leaf noun the flat, usually green, part of a plant that grows out from its 

stem 

9. rubbish noun useless left-over material or matter  9. thick adjective dense or packed close together 

10. work noun something that needs to  be done by effort  10. joey noun a young animal, especially a young kangaroo which is carried 

in its mother’s pouch 

 

TERM THREE  TERM FOUR 

WORD 
Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION  WORD 

Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION 

1. envelope noun a folded paper cover for a letter  1. appear verb to come into sight 

2. hope noun a wish or desire that something good will happen  2. crooked adjective bent 

3. mystery noun something that is puzzling or secret or can’t be explained  3. sure adjective certain or having no doubt about something you think 

4. neighbour noun someone who lives near you  4. barber noun someone whose job is to cut men’s hair and to shave or trim 

their beards 

5. corner noun the place where two straight edges meet  5. complain verb to express dissatisfaction or find fault 

6. harness noun the leather straps, bands and so on used to control a horse, 

or to attach a cart or load to it  

 6. rough adjective not smooth or even 

7. visit verb to call on to see  7. whisper verb to speak very softly with your breath rather than your voice 

8. gentle adjective not rough or violent  8. whisker noun one of the long bristles on the face of a cat or similar animal 

9. hospital noun a place where sick and injured people are given medical 

treatment 

 9. track noun a rough path or trail 

10. cheer noun a shout of encouragement or approval  10. sandpaper noun a strong paper coated with a layer of sand and used for 

smoothing rough surfaces 
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